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JIIDGE BIDDER: ... appropriately quatified psychiatrist then the fitness to plead doesn't really

arise. I have one report by you reaching a conclusion; I have another report by Dr Silva reaching

a different conclusion. I can't act on the basis of that issue without there being two such reports

and there aren't two such reports. In the circumstances I don't think there is a great deai of

purpose in you remaining in court.

MR T\ryOMLOW: May I just say perhaps, having spoken to Dr Williams this morning, that I

think having seen the contents of Dr Silvas report he is also of the view that Mr Kirk would be

fit to plead subject to the .-. it was only the case of whether he has cancefuor not I think that Dr

nQ$filliams was concerned about, but I didn't wish to ...

JUDGE BIDDER: Well, it is a decision for the court but it is a decision the court catr only act

upon if there are two reports which reach a particular conclusion. The position is complicated in

this case because Mr Kirk of course represents himself, so that is the factual situation that we are

dealing with, but I think in the circumstances there is no purpose in you remaining because there

is no need for you to glve evidence with regard to the report. The report stands as it is and there

is no purpose in you being questioned by any parry because, as I say, without the two reports the

issue doesnt really arise. So could I thank you, Dr Wiliiams, for attending court. So far as I am

concerned now you are free to leave and we will have Mr Kirk brought up in a momenl I gather

he has refused to take copies of the fwo rcports. He will take copies when he arrives in eourt and

he would like to read them in court. So he hasnt actually read either of the reports as yet.

MR TWOMLOW: I sense his argument is going to be, I think, I am reluctant to say too much

when he is not here, but he is saying he is fit to plead and there isn't an issue about that any
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